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Welcome!
I am thrilled to welcome you to join us on an extraordinary journey of 

exploration to discover a deeper, more actively engaged 
understanding of creativity in all its many forms.  

We welcome your creativity too!  

If you would like to learn more or have ideas about ways to partner 
with us, just reach out to me directly.  

Thank you for your time and attention checking out our wonderful 
conference.  

Maxim Jago 
Conference Director



Creatives from around the world are invited to join us on a journey of 
exploration - at our FREE CREATIVITY CONFERENCE to explore the 

essence of creativity in all its forms. Together, we will search for that 
elusive moment in which something truly original is brought into the world. 

Explore these ideas in 90 online presentations and panels, and 3 
keynotes with musicians, dancers, designers, photographers, filmmakers, 

fine artists, authors, and more. We will learn about the impact of 
technology, the purpose of poetry, inspiring environments, and 

extraordinary creative tools. 

Delegates choose a unique angle through which they explore creativity: 
some presentations will be more philosophical, some practical, others will 

describe personal journeys to find an authentic creative voice. This is not an 
review of one type of creativity - it is a search for creativity itself.
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Our Journey
The Creativity Conference was originally 

conceived as an in-person meeting of minds to be 
held in Reykjavík, Iceland. We still plan to hold that 
event but, naturally, with world events unfolding as 

they were, we realised we would need to move 
online to allow people to connect at a distance. 

The online Creativity Conference has proven to be 
an extraordinary coming-together of many more 

amazing minds than we could have brought 
together in Iceland.



How do you find that 
state of mind, that 
feeling of flow, that 
lightning strike of 

inspiration?

“

”

Creativity
Welcome! Creatives from around the world have been invited 
to join us on a journey of exploration. Join us for The Creative 

Conference to explore the essence of creativity in all its forms. 

During the conference, you will hear from musicians, dancers, 
designers, photographers, filmmakers, fine artists, authors, and 

more. Learn about the impact of technology, the magic and 
mystery of poetry, inspiring environments, and extraordinary 
creative tools. Learn about inspiration, manifestation, and how 

to live a life with clear creative purpose.



Perhaps artists of all kinds are storytellers, creating narratives in the minds of their 
audience, and changing them by sharing new perspectives and deeper understanding. 

To be creative is not exclusively to be a painter, singer, or dancer. Creativity can express 
itself in the way a parent helps their child grow up, or a judge surmises a sentence. To 

take action, to think a thought, to change inside – all of this is creative, too. 

As Isadora Duncan famously said in an interview, “If I could tell you what it meant, there 
would be no point in dancing it.” Creativity is not always about being understood - 

sometimes it is a way of demanding a response, asking more questions than it answers.

On Storytelling

Abby McGovern 
Conference Manager



To be creative…
... is not just a job title - it describes all human beings who 

find ways to express new ideas in impactful ways and convey 
them to the world. To be creative is to be a changemaker -
 be it by painting or parenting, trailblazing or teaching. To 

communicate is to teach. 

Each speaker will take you on a unique journey of creative 
exploration: Some presentations will be more philosophical, 
some practical, others will describe personal successes and 

failures in their search for an authentic creative voice. 

This is not a review of one type of creativity - it is the search 
for creativity itself.



Sam Bogoch 
Creative solutions to sudden 

problems: From Apollo 13 to Covid19

Panel discussion 
Exploring fine art

Alberto Moreno 
The groove: What is it  
and how to get there?

Panel Discussion 
Film, television, games with Eric 

Philpott

Renaldo Lawrence 
Making your dreams flow

Chris Bobotis 
Beyond the screen:  

True immersion

Maxim Jago 
Opening Keynote

So-So Topic 
Hi, my name is... NOT important

Stefan Dowsing 
Daring to be different

Luisa Winters 
How to get the  

drone shot you need 

Rosemary Lloyd 
I broke up with failure, started a 

relationship with success

Dave DeBorde 
A passion for obsession: The 

anatomy of a compelling screenplay

Weerada Sucharitkul 
Curating film for transformative 

impact

Kerry Michelle O'Brian 
Find the fun and SNAP! The job's 

a game!

Gordon Scott 
The shamanic  

creative impulse

Caroline Stokes 
The power of influence

Haz Dulull 
From Visual effects to directing 

feature films and TV

Elizabeth Blake Thomas 
Filmmaking without fear

Nick Harauz 
The creative’s manifesto

Ellen Zaks 
Art: an act of passion

Gordon Scott 
Mysticism: the foundation 

 of creative art

Patrick Cannell 
The Score: Building a  

soundtrack supporting visuals

Nick Harauz 
Dealing with the  

imposter syndrome

Robert Stacy 
A picture is worth a thousand words, 

but whose words?

Bob Chiang 
Hypnosis: Accessing  

deep creativity

Rob Sweeney 
Banking on dreams

Andrea Sweeney Blanco 
The improvisation on everyday life

D A Y  1 :  F R I D A Y

ROOM 1 ROOM 2 ROOM 3 ROOM 4 ROOM 5

Jay Cooper 
Finding the higher self  

through harder contact

Eric Philpott 
Creativity in teaching

John Yaglenski 
The Road to 1176: Life  

lessons, love & leadership

Tony Harmer 
Never give up. If I can suceed, so 

can you
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Mikhail Treyvish 
The creation of creative communities: 

Observations from a zoo

Panel discussion 
Exploring creative performing arts

Vashi Nedomansky 
Creative chaos and osmosis 

 

Panel Discussion 
Exploring creative literature

John Thomas Dodson 
The mind at play: Risk, structure, 

and improvisation

Mariam Draeger 
Scaring kids - The future of 

spooky tales for children  

Vashi Nedomansky, ACE 
Day 2 Keynote: Creative Storytelling

So-So Topic 
Making beautiful from broken

Soren Stockman 
Divinity: Loneliness crossing into 

solitude

Dr. Anna Yusim 
No great mind has existed without 

a touch of madness 

Ari Gold 
Using the internal voice to make films 

that "feel"

Soren Stockman 
Courage for the blank page

Sarah Gillespie 
Words to hit the ear: Mastering 

the musicality of language

Ethan Gold 
The muses of the night and the 

machines of the day

Ric Viers 
Communicating creativity

Mark Mann 
Finding the spirit   

of your subject

Kerry Michelle O'Brien 
Comedy is the best medicine for 

technology concept dissemination

Guy Noffsinger 
Creativity starts in a kitchen

David Asch 
Digital art - a personal journey

Dan Clark 
The art and science of storytelling

Ellen Zaks 
Poems - How to catch one

Gordon Scott 
Art and healing, the foundation of 

wellbeing

Patrick Cannell 
The Theme: The magical world of 

exploring a music motif 

Dan Clark 
The art of writing a hit song 

Tony Harmer 
A little learning goes a long way

Andrea Sweeney Blanco 
Befriending fear 

Larry Jordan 
Visual arts: Techniques of visual 

persuation

Ric Viers 
The construction of an idea

D A Y 2 :  S A T U R D A Y

ROOM 1 ROOM 2 ROOM 3 ROOM 4 ROOM 5

Jay Cooper 
How to deal with life's cyclones

Andrea Sweeney Blanco 
Showing up to invite the Muse, 

whether or not it turns up  

Alex Hummingson and 
Nick Parry 

Diary of a younger self
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Allié McGuire 
ARTiculation: 'The Art of 

Speaking' 

Panel discussion 
Exploring creative photography

Panel discussion 
Exploring creative practice

Panel Discussion 
Exploring creative music

Dan Whitehouse 
The immersion method

Pasha Orleans-Foli 
Music and language: The perfect 

duet  

Dan Clark 
Day 3 Keynote: Creativity is life

So-So Topic 
Oh!, Before you go...

Tim Grey 
Overcoming the challenge of 

creativity in photography

Lucy Vico 
Transformation as a golden repair 

Kelly Sweeney 
What goes behind choreographing a 

piece

Darice G 
Turning on the creative faucet, when 

you forgot to pay the water bill

Stephen Burns 
Who am I as an artist

Kelly Sweeney 
How movement expresses feeling

Panel discussion 
Exploring creative inspiration

Lorrisa and Craig Julianus    
Filmmaking on a shoestring  

Alexandrea Sims Clark 
A master class in connecting the 

head with the heart

Marc Aitken 
Two worlds and in between

Ilan Sheady 
All messed up: The evolution of 

zombies

Begum Aydinoglu 
Sensuous Design | Algorithmic 

Thinking

Steve Whitmire 
Creative emergence - a conversation 

about where stuff comes from

Jeff Foster 
Creatively viewing the world 

from above

Cirina Catania 
Yes, you can dance! 

Jeff Foster & Ellen Johnson 
Form and formless: Creating with 

intention 

Josh Kohn 
The creativity and capability of 

games

Rhea Allen 
A creative's tool box 

Francesca De Luca 
Empowering yourself as an actor 

and creative in 2021

Wes Plate 
Ultra running - Endurance and 

creativity

D A Y 3 :  S U N D A Y

ROOM 1 ROOM 2 ROOM 3 ROOM 4 ROOM 5

John Thomas Dodson 
Becoming an explorer: The virtues 

of getting lost

James Finlay 
How to inspire collective effort  

Bob Chiang 
Tai Chi - Experiencing flow

Fine ArtPerforming Arts MusicInspiration PhotographyLiterature Film, TV, Games
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2Our Strings
We have explored creativity through 7 distinct 
yet complementary strings, each illuminating 
a different aspect of creativity.



Inspiration

Photography

The heart of The Creativity 
Conference is that which inspires 
artists of all kinds to create something 
truly original and to be changed by 
the experience.

Photography is one of our most 
accessible and yet difficult to grasp 
creative mediums. What is it about 
some images that so capture our 
attention that we cannot look away 
and cannot unsee what we have 
seen? Speakers for The Creativity 
Conference will explore their work 
and their creative journey.

Fine Art

If a picture speaks a thousand words, 
what does a whole Art collection say? 

Speakers for The Creativity 
Conference will explore the outer 

reaches of classic creative mediums.

Performing  
Arts

Performance artists incorporate 
multiple art forms into their work and 

embody the narrative they are 
presenting. The amazing speakers for 
The Creativity Conference will explore 

and demonstrate self-expression 
through movement, song, and live 

poetry.



Music

Literature 

Music tells your heart how to feel. 
Speakers for The Creativity 
Conference will explore, demonstrate, 
and deconstruct this powerful 
experiential medium. 

The dawn of civilisation itself is bound 
to our modern world by the ties of 
language. Without words we would 
have no poetry, no epic adventures to 
share, and little structure for our 
culture. Our speakers offer unique 
perspectives on this vital part of our 
inner and outer worlds. 

Film, TV,  
and Games
The Creativity Conference brings 

several world-class film, television, 
and games creatives who are ready to 

share their journey and insight into 
visual storytelling and persuasion. 



Delve into Ellen Zaks' philosophical considerations in her creative process 

Develop an appreciation for technology's impact on creativity 

Observe David Asch's method of creating digital art 

Learn to allow non-judgemental openness to mysticism to guide you 

Discover the nuts and bowls of producing a painting

Fine Art



Stefan Dowsing Ellen Zaks



Gordon Scott David Asch



Learn to have courage in front of the blank page with Soren Stockman 

Discover how to use creativity and moving images to change the world 

Let Ellen Zaks guide you to catch a poem 

Allow poetry to help you access the deep self while in solitude

Literature



Soren Stockman Ellen Zaks



Larry Jordan



Capture real moments with extraordinary people with Mark Mann 

Merge technical knowledge with creative perspectives 

Get magical drone shots 

Infuse different creative worlds with Marc Aitken 

Learn how to integrate your subject's own words into their image

 Photography



Robert Stacy Luisa Winters



Mark Mann



Tim Grey Marc Aitken



Jeff Foster Ellen Johnson



Find your higher self through harder contact 

Actively seek transformation to power growth and creativity 

Discover the way stand-up comedy helps memory and originality 

Explore creativity through spontaneity and natural improvisation 

Feel musical layers to invent compelling choreography

Performing 
Arts



Jay Cooper Rosemary Lloyd



Everyday improvisation: 
Creating the self

Andrea Sweeney Blanco



Kerry Michelle O’Brien So-so Topic



Lucy Vico Kelly Sweeney



Steve Whitmire Francesca De Luca



Explore the collaboration between inspiration and logic in creativity 

Understand the essence of truly great song writing  

Find the groove in your soundscapes 

Develop your artistry through improvisation, risk, and collaboration 

Reconnect with your playful inner self to achieve creative freedom 

Music



Alberto Moreno Patrick Cannell



John Thomas Dodson Ethan Gold



Alex Hummingson Dan Clark



Dan Whitehouse So-so Topic



Sarah Gillespie Pasha Orleans-Foli



Curate film for transformative impact 

Handle your purpose and allow yourself permission to grow and be creative  

Discover the hidden secrets of the visual arts to affect change 

Explore the evolution of stories across mediums

Film, TV,  
and Games



Kerry Michelle O’Brien HaZ Dulull



Elizabeth Blake-Thomas Chris Bobotis



Luisa Winters Weerada Sucharikul



Andrea Sweeney Blanco Vashi Nedomanski



Ari Gold



Ilan Sheady Josh Kohn



Mariam Draeger Craig Engel



x

Steve Whitmire Jeff Foster





Explore the collaboration between inspiration and logic in creativity 

Find the groove in your soundscapes 

Develop your artistry through improvisation, risk, and collaboration 

Reconnect with your playful inner self to achieve creative freedom  

Inspiration



Teru Clavel Renaldo Lawrence



Nick Harauz Jay Cooper



Gordon Scott Bob Chiang



Caroline Stokes Rob Sweeney



Dr. Anna Yusim Tony Harmer



Eric Philpott John Yaglenski



Soren Stockman Ric Viers



John Thomas Dodson Guy Noffsinger



Dan Clark Amy Peck



Rhea Allen Stephen Burns



Alexandrea Sims Clark Darice G



Carina Catania Allie McGuire



James Finlay Pasha Orleans-Foli



Mikhail Treyvish Wes Plate





Team
The Creativity Conference is made 
possible by a world-class team of 

creative experts 
We thought about the kind of 

conference we would wish to attend, 
and made that...



www.creativityconference.is
22-24 Jan 2021


